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Solar system order by size

Reading time: 6 minutesDetermining the size of your solar system starts with a simple question: How many solar panels do I need? Since most people want to produce enough energy to completely eliminate their electricity bill, the first step is to determine what size solar system will produce enough electricity to meet your household consumption. Ultimately, you calculate how many kilowatt hours of
electricity you need and find the right system size and number of solar panels to power your home. The average homeowner needs 28 to 34 solar panels to fully balance their electricity bill with solarThe number of panels you need for your home depends on factors such as location and panel performanceComparing solar offerings on the EnergySage Marketplace adapted to your property and energy
needsHow many solar panels do I need to power my house? The typical homeowner needs 28 to 34 solar panels to cover 100% of their energy consumption (depending on location and roof size). To get these numbers, we used high and low panel production ratios to calculate how many solar panels are needed on average. We also assumed that the average household consumes about 10,400 kWh per
year and the panels we use are 250-watt solar modules. How to calculate your own solar panel estimateFor those who wonder how we have estimated these figures for energy consumption and the required number of solar panels, here is the breakdown. If you want to understand how much electricity you need, first look at how many kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity you consume in a year. Most utilities
offer you all your electricity consumption for the last 12 months on your monthly bill. To offer a perspective, a kWh is 1,000 watts of power that is consumed in an hour. So if you have 20 lights in your house and they use all 50-watt bulbs, any light in your home would consume a kWh of electricity for an hour. According to the latest data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration, the average American
household consumed 897 kWh per month in 2016. In other words, the average American household consumes just under 11,000 kWh per year. To find a range for the number of solar panels, we compared the production rates of Arizona and Maine, 1.31 and 1.61, the highest and lowest in the U.S. We then took 11,000 kWh and divided them by the respective conditions and then divided this number by 250
(the typical panel wattage). This calculation gave us high and low for the average number of panels that a homeowner will need. How many kWh can your solar modules produce? The quantity Electricity (kWh) that your solar energy system can generate depends on how much sunlight your roof gets. The amount of sunlight you get in a year depends both on where you are in the country and on what time
of year it is. California has more sunny days a year than New England. But in both places you will be able to produce enough electricity to meet your energy needs! If you live in an area that is less All you need to do is have a larger system installed at home. Two comparable households in California and Massachusetts consume the average amount of electricity for an American household, about 10,400
kWh per year. The California household needs a 7.0 kW system to meet 100% of its energy needs. By comparison, the comparable household in Massachusetts needs an 8.8 kW system to meet its energy needs. Solar panel systems in California are smaller than the solar panel systems in Massachusetts, but are able to produce the same amount of electricity because they are exposed to more sunlight
each year. Homeowners in less sunny areas like Massachusetts can make up for this discrepancy by simply using more efficient panels or increasing the size of their solar energy system, resulting in a little more solar panels on their roof! To get comparative data on how many panels and how much power you need, we've compiled a table that compares the average annual energy demand to estimate the
number of panels needed to balance typical energy requirements. We looked at data for the 6 most common system sizes we see actively in the EnergySage Solar Marketplace. To calculate the following data, we averaged the annual kWh production in the top 12 solar states and adopted standard250-watt panels to calculate how many panels you would need. The average system size in the U.S. is 5kW
(5000 watts), so you can use that as a benchmark if you don't know what your power needs will be. Watch our video, which summarizes the most important points you should remember when deciding how many solar panels you need: How many solar panels do I need for my house? System size comparisonSystem size (kW)Average annual production (kWh)Estimated number of solar modules3.5
kW4,954145 kW7,161207 kW9,9092810 kW14,1654012 kW16,9874815 kW21,23469The above table assumes that you are using standard efficiency panel. However, the number of panels you need to power your home and the footprint of your system on your roof will change if you use panels with lower efficiency or highly efficient panels. Below is a table that gives you a sense of how much space your
system will take on your roof, depending on how efficient the solar panels you choose are. How many solar panels can I mount on my roof? Low efficiency panels (sq. feet)Medium efficiency panels (sq. feet)High efficiency panels (sq. feet)5 kW30625422410 kW612508448815 kW918763672Perhaps one of the most difficult aspects of sizing a estimating the annual energy consumption for your household. A
number of larger consumer goods or add-ons can significantly change your annual kilowatt-hour requirements, greatly affecting how many panels you need. For example, if you operate a central air conditioner or a heated pool in your backyard, the size of your solar panel array could be drastically changed. In order to get a feeling for Energy impacts of various products that you have or can consider for
your home, take a look at this table comparison: How many solar panels do I need for common household products? ProductAverage Annual KWH RequiredEstimate Number of solar modules requiredRefrigerator6002Air conditioning215Central air conditioning1,0003Electrical vehicle3.00010Heated swimming pool2,5008Hot Tub (outdoor)3,30011From the review of the various kWh requirements for
everyday household appliances and products, one thing is clear: certain add-ons will dynamically change the monthly energy consumption and size of the solar module system. For example, pairing your electric vehicle with solar panels is a good way to reduce carbon emissions and improve energy efficiency, but it should be planned accordingly, considering that it could potentially double the size of your
PV system. Although it is certainly possible to install a solar system and then add more panels later to meet the increased energy demand, the most pragmatic option is to dimension your system as accurately as possible based on your expected purchases such as an electric vehicle, a swimming pool or a central air system. Ask yourself how many solar panels Will I be for my fridge, my hot tub and etc. is a
great habit for any new solar house owner. Three tips for Solar Shopper1. Homeowners who receive multiple offers save 10% or morea on every major ticket purchase, shopping for a solar panel installation requires a lot of research and consideration, including a thorough review of the companies near you. A recent report by the U.S. Department of Energy's National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
advised consumers to compare as many solar options as possible to avoid paying inflated prices offered by the major installers in the solar industry. To find the smaller contractors who typically offer lower prices, you must use an installation network such as EnergySage. You can get free offers from certified installers on site when you register your property on our Solar Marketplace – homeowners who
receive 3 or more offers can expect to save 5,000 to 10,000 US dollars for their solar panel installation.2. The biggest installers usually do not offer the best priceThe larger mantra is not always better mantra is one of the main reasons why we strongly encourage homeowners to consider all their solar options, not just the brands large enough to pay for most advertising. A recent U.S. government report
found that large installers are 2,000 to 5,000 dollars more expensive than small solar companies. If Offers from some of the great installers in Solar, make sure you compare these bids with offers from local installers to make sure you don't pay too much for solar.3. Comparing all your equipment options is just as important as the National Installers not only offer higher prices – they also tend to have fewer
options for solar systems, which can have a significant impact on your system's electricity production. By collecting a variety of solar bids, solar bids can compare costs and savings based on the various equipment packages available to you. There are several variables to consider when looking for the best solar panels on the market. While certain panels have higher efficiency values than others, investing
in top-notch solar systems does not always lead to higher savings. The only way to find the sweet spot for your property is to evaluate offers with different equipment and financing offers. For any homeowner in the early stages of solar energy shopping who only wants like a ballpark estimate for an installation, try our solar calculator, which offers upfront costs and long-term savings estimates based on your
location and roof type. For those who want to receive offers from local contractors today, visit our offer comparison platform. Platform.
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